The empirical results in this note are based on state-level VAR estimates using private output, employment, and investment, as well as different measures of highway investment to capture, for each state, both the direct effects of highway investment in the state itself and spillover effects of highway investment in other states. Empirical results suggest that the largest states tend to also be the biggest beneficiaries of highway investments which means that highway investment has not only contributed to regional concentration of economic activity in the country but has done so in many of the largest states thereby contributing to regional asymmetries in the country. 
I. Introduction
The identification of the effects of highway investments on economic performance has long been an area of great interest [see Evans and Karras (1994) , Garcia-Mila et al. (1996) and Haughwout (1998) for overviews of the earlier literature]. Pereira and Andraz (2004) , in the framework of a state-specific vector auto regressive (VAR) analysis, show that accounting for regional spillover effects is critical if one is to replicate the aggregate effects estimated for the nation as a whole using state models. Building upon this idea, Pereira and Andraz (2010) address the issue of the regional incidence of highways investments to show that almost all of the states benefit either from highway investment in the state itself or from the spillovers from highway investments elsewhere. It also shows that spillovers are very important and that the effects of highway investments for each state depend heavily on the regional network of highways and implicitly on investments in highways in the other states.
Here we follow up on this line of inquiry to address the issue of which states benefit the most from highway investments and ultimately on the effects of highways investments on the concentration of economic activity. To the extent that the marginal product of highway investments for any given state is greater than the state share of output we can ascertain that highway investments contribute to the concentration of economic activity in the state.
Following Pereira (2000) and Pereira and Andraz (2010) , we develop VAR models for each of the forty-eight contiguous states, which relate highway investment and output, employment, and private investment. In these state models, in addition to highway investment in the state itself, we consider highway investment elsewhere in the country. This allows us to measure the effects for each region of highway investment in the region itself as well as elsewhere in the country and, therefore, the total effects for each state of overall highway investment in the country.
II. Data and Preliminary Empirical Results
The We used standard ADF test techniques to test the null hypothesis of a unit root in the rates of growth of the variables and found that stationarity in growth rates cannot be rejected for any variable. We tested for co-integration using the standard Engle-Granger approach and found no evidence of co-integration. In terms of the VAR specifications, and due to the relatively small sample size, we confine our search to first order specifications and use the BIC test to choose the deterministic components. For the overwhelming majority of the models the best specifications includes a constant and a trend.
To obtain the effects of innovations in highway investment we used the impulse-response functions associated with the estimated VAR models. The central issue here is the identification of innovations in highway investment, which are not contemporaneously correlated with innovations in the other variables. We estimated policy functions relating the rate of growth of highway investment to the information relevant for the policy makers. The residuals from these functions reflect the unexpected component of highway investment. The information set includes past but not current values of the private-sector variables, which is equivalent in the context of the Choleski decomposition to assuming that innovations in highway investment affect private-sector variables contemporaneously.
Our discussion is based on our estimates of the state marginal products as reported in the first column of 
III. On the Effects on the Regional Concentration of Economic Activity
There are two facts that become apparent when considering the marginal product figures.
First, the top fifteen states in terms of the magnitude of the effects of highway investments capture 86.7% of the effects but represent only 62.8% of the national output. These states capture the effects of highway investments in a disproportionate manner and, therefore, highway investment has contributed to the concentration of economic activity in these states. Second, the states that benefit the most from highway investments tend to be the largest states in the country.
Of the top fifteen states in terms of the effects of highway investment only four are not also one of the top fifteen largest in the country. This suggests that highway investment not only has contributed to the concentration of economic activity but it has done so in the largest states.
To consider this issue in more detail, we identify which states benefit more than proportionally to their size, as measure by their output share, the twenty five states in black in Clearly not only many of the states that benefit from highway investment tend to do so in excess to their size but many of the larger states are among the ones that benefit the most. The question is why there is such a pattern. Although a full answer is outside the scope of this note, one obvious conjecture is that this just a result of disproportionately large highway investment taking place in these states. A closer look at the results suggests that this conjecture does not seem to be valid. Indeed, the overwhelming majority of the twenty five states that benefit in excess Note: States in black -States which benefit relatively more from highway investment (effects greater than 1.0). States in white -States which benefit relatively less from from highway investment (effects lower than 1.0).
to their economic size also benefit in excess to their share of highway investment. The exceptions are ME, NE, NM, OR, WV and WY. In addition, each of the fifteen largest states, with the exception of MI, benefit more than proportionally to its share of highway investment.
IV. Conclusion
We find that most of the largest states in the country are the ones that benefit the most from highway investment and do so in excess of their economic size. This suggests that highway investment has contributed to the increased concentration of economic activity in the country in particular in the largest states. It is also clear that it is not just the magnitude of the highway investment that matters but the economic structure of these states and/or their connections to other states which may be critical in their ability to benefit relatively more from highway investment in the country. 
